Market Research
Mid-Year End Market Recovery Plus Continued Autumn Semiconductor Strength
Although the semiconductor chip and capital equipment markets performed well in the first half of 2020, many of the electronic equipment end markets struggled globally.

Exhibitions
SEMICON Taiwan 2020 Hybrid to Lead the Way in AI and 5G Era
Advanced, smart and green manufacturing will take center stage on-site and online September 23-25 as SEMICON Taiwan 2020 gathers industry visionaries and ...

Webinars
Highlights from SEMI's Smart MedTech Webinar Series
If you bought a new car recently, you must have noticed that it warns you if one of its functions needs your attention. It even alerts the factory if repairs or major adjustments ...

Conferences
FLEX 2021: Making the World Safer – Call for Abstracts Now Open!
Is your company working on the next big thing in flexible, hybrid and printed electronics – a breakthrough or innovation that will make the world safer, healthier or more ...

Smart Manufacturing
IoT Powers Connections at Infineon Backend Manufacturing Singapore Plant to Drive New Efficiencies
Teck Khiong, WOI of Infineon Technologies Asia Pacific Pte Ltd recently shared with me how the Infineon backend plant in Singapore has benefited from its journey to ...
Talking robots could be introduced into care homes to help fight loneliness and mental ill health. Pepper, a "culturally competent robot,"...